Faucher grows in Cedar River
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“I intended to go back out West when I graduated,” Faucher recalled. “But I heard about this job and checked it out. I’m an outdoors guy and this had everything. There are hills, lakes and then having an Arnold Palmer golf course, it seemed like it would be fun.”

The Legends and The Bear at Grand Traverse were the first two high-end resort courses in northwest Michigan, Faucher said. The Legends opened in the late 1980s. Several superintendents came and went.

Because it opened too early and the difficulty of working with the layout's pure sand greens, the course was in fairly rough shape when he first arrived in 1990, Faucher said.

“Few people have experience with sand greens,” he explained. “But we kept working the greens, then the tees and fairways.

“It was also a drainage nightmare. We just tried to get things to where they should be for such a fine layout. In 1991-92 we started getting some awards and getting ranked in magazines. Now it’s where it needs to be. People can pay $100 now and enjoy it.”

Among the accolades, Golf Digest named The Legends the Best Resort Course in the Midwest (1992) and 19th Best Resort Course in the Country; Golfweek (1995) named it the third best course in the state behind Oakland Hills and Crystal Downs; Golf (1996) magazine named it the 4th best resort course in the country and 4th best in course condition.

Faucher also received his share of individual awards including the 1995 Club Corporation Superintendent of the Year Award and 1998 GCSSA Environmental Steward Award.

Shanty Creek officials started talking about building a fourth course in 1995 and hired Tom Weiskopf to design and H&D Construction of Petoskey to build Cedar River Golf Club.

"Things were getting a little mundane at The Legends," Faucher remembered. "We had solved all these problems and it wasn't challenging me the way I wanted it to. I approached them and they said I could move over there if things got going."

Of Weiskopf, Faucher said: "He was fun to be around and always accessible. He was very conscientious about maintenance and playability issues."

Faucher was also impressed with Weiskopf's flexibility. The original plan called for the layout to cross the Cedar River in the area of holes 13 through 15.

The courts blocked that plan and Weiskopf had to change his routing on the fly.

"He was standing there one day, looking around and said 'I think we have to take these trees out, move this over here and... And I could see it. He solved a lot of problems right out there in the field...He was presented with a difficult problem and he solved it."

Another problem occurred on a Saturday night last August when a 4 1/2-inch rainstorm flooded the site. The permanent drainage wasn't completed and some material moved toward the river, Faucher explained. An environmental group has taken the issue to court.

"It was pretty devastating," Faucher said. "We lost cart paths on every hole. The site starts up high and then works down toward 13 and 14. We did have material go in the river. How much is being determined in court right now... That's Mother Nature. You get bummed out for a day, then get back with it."

As for his own future? "I'm thinking I'd like to do another grow in," Faucher said. "If the right project came up, I might do it. It was a lot of fun."

MRTF GIVES PURDUE $146K

INDIANAPOLIS — At the Midwest Turf Expo here, the Midwest Regional Turf Foundation (MRTF) presented a check to the Purdue Department of Agronomy for $146,000 for annual support of the turfgrass program, and an additional check for $100,000 to help complete the W.H. Daniel Turfgrass Research and Diagnostic Center. Steve Frazier of the Links Group was given the 1999 Distinguished Service Award, the highest honor given by the Midwest Regional Turf Foundation.
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CLASSIC ROYALE™
VIKING SHIP® BRAND 15-15-15(S)
PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING FERTILIZER

CLASSIC QUALITY, START TO FINISH.

Get a good start with CLASSIC ROYALE when establishing quality turf or feeding ornamentals.

CLASSIC ROYALE provides NPK the right way — ammonium and nitrate nitrogen, highly soluble phosphate, chloride-free potash and sulfur in every prill.

The Phosphate in CLASSIC ROYALE is 100% available for vigorous root growth during turf establishment and ornamental feeding.

Chloride Free Potash and Sulfur — derived entirely from chloride free potassium sulfate to aid in resistance to disease and weather stress.

CLASSIC ROYALE supplies available sulfur in the sulfate form.

High Analysis — CLASSIC ROYALE's 1-1-1 formulation contains 45% primary plant food plus 6% sulfur to support proper turf establishment and ornamental nutrition.

Homogeneous Prills — no segregation of nutrients; even application. Each prill contains the stated grade of nutrients. CLASSIC ROYALE produces precise, uniform feeding without “hot spots” when applied through properly calibrated equipment.
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